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Bed Roll Hot Lite’z
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.
INSTALLATION TIME:

1 hr +

KIT CONTENTS
2
Bed Roll Lite’z
2
Stamped plates (to hide wiring)
TOOLS REQUIRED
Dremel Tool or die grinder
Wire stripping & crimping pliers
Appropriate wire connectors
3/8” drill bit
Hand drill, battery or electric

WIRING
Black = Ground
Red = Brake & Signal
Green or White = Running Light

1

Slide lights into bed roll. Some adjustment of the roll may be necessary.

2

Use Dremel tool with small cut off wheel to create a slotted hole in the stake pocket for
the wires to pass through. On a Pro’s Pick bed keep the slot down ¼” from the top in
order to clear an internal brace in the stake pocket.

3

Some bed rolls are completely closed and will require a slot to be cut in the roll to let the
wires out. A Dremel tool also will work well here.

4

Feed wires through the slot and down the stake pocket, keeping the wires flat against the
sheet metal. In some cases, you may need to use a fish wire.

5

The stamped plates are used to hide the wiring between the bed and the stake pocket.
Test fit the plates (they may need to be trimmed). When satisfied, paint them to match
the bed and install with the two-sided tape provided.

6

Drill a 3/8” hole in the bed side below the floor level to allow the wiring to come out of
the stake pocket. Make the appropriate wiring connections. LED lights are polarity
sensitive. The black lead is the ground.
Test the lights before connecting.

We hope these lights will give you years of pleasure. If you need assistance with this installation,
please call us at 1-800-865-7366. Thank You.

